Two-point fluorescence detection and automated fraction collection applied to constant denaturant capillary electrophoresis.
Constant denaturant capillary electrophoresis (CDCE) has been shown to be a sensitive method to detect point mutations in DNA sequences of 100-bp lengths. Here, we report a significant modifications for the instrumental setup that allows a highly accurate prediction of the elution time of DNA fragments from the capillary and an efficient collection of separated fractions. Fluorescently labeled DNA fragments of TP53 exon 8 wild-type and two mutants (base pair number 14480 and 14525) are detected at two separate points of the same capillary. This permits the precise calculation of the fragment velocity after separation in the heated zone because, at room temperature, all DNA fragments of the same length have the same velocity. Such precision permits the selective collection of separated fragments using an automated fraction collector for additional CDCE analysis or sequencing. Also, the two-point detection allows one to rapidly distinguish between double-stranded and single-stranded DNA fragments of the same length, a process that cannot be achieved with a one-point detection system alone. Both modifications greatly improve the procedure to detect novel mutations by means of CDCE.